The Kortschak Center for Learning and Creativity (KCLC) wants to support you and your students throughout the academic year. Since its inception, KCLC has provided individualized academic support and skill-building to USC students through a variety of methods. We are now expanding our services to assist faculty that have scheduling conflicts during the semester.

Are you presenting at a conference or have other commitments that conflict with your teaching schedule this semester? Invite KCLC ‘Professor Kortschak’ into your classroom to work with your students on a variety of study skills as they review your course content!

**ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:**

- How to create a schedule to manage your time and increase productivity
- Discuss reading strategies customized to the types of readings for class
- Review stress management and mindfulness techniques to incorporate both inside and outside of class
- Provide guidance on improving memory and concentration during study time as well as in class
- Offer a variety of test preparation strategies utilizing your course content as the foundation
- Virtual study sessions utilizing the Pomodoro Technique, which utilizes a 30-minute cycle of 25-minute focus and 5-minute restorative break

**HOW TO SCHEDULE US:**

Complete our online reservation form here:

https://kortschakcenter.wufoo.com/forms/ruunvog1lpxmt6/

To learn more about KCLC visit our website, home to resources for faculty, staff, students and families at: kortschakcenter.usc.edu

For additional information contact KCLC Director, Julie Loppacher at loppache@usc.edu
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